**Lane rental charges**

When we provide new gas connections, service disconnections or alter some existing services we usually need to dig in the public highway to do this and this is referred to as 'street works'.

Transport for London (TfL) applies lane rental charges to street works in certain traffic-sensitive zones on its road network.

If you're asking us to carry out any of the work described above on or next to a street operated by TfL then lane rental charges may apply in addition to our normal charges for your job.

The lane rental charges TfL applies are between £800 and £2,500 per day, depending upon the traffic-sensitivity of the affected section of road. TfL's charges may be avoidable if the works can be kept clear of the road carriageway or cycleway, or where the works can be completed entirely outside the chargeable hours specified for that zone.

If lane rental charges are likely for the work we are completing for you, we will discuss this with you at the time of your application request.